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SIMULATING NORMAL AND LOW VISION 

ELIPELI 
The Scl!epens Eye Research Institute, Harvard Medical School 

and The New England Eye Center, Tufts University School of Medicine 
Boston, MA 02114 , USA 

Simulation may provide im;igb.Js into d~e factors lhat control tbe appearance of images to 
nonnal and visually impaired observers. The linear spe~tral methods that have been use
ful in interpreting low contrast, thresllold phe.nome:na witb periodic stimuli are inappro
priate for analyzing tbe local contrast in images. Linear simulations commonly use lhe 
normalized contrast swsiti vity function (CSF) as a modulation transfer fu nclion (MTF) 
applied to the image amplitude rather tban to oontrast. Simulations within the linear 
model are limited by a numbu of problems discussed h«e. To achieve a valid simula
tion, a meas11re of local band-limited contrast in images is needed. Such a measure was 
de\•eloped and was used to simulate the threshold nonlinear characteristics of lhe visual 
system and supralhreshold contrast oonstancy. This approach was used to simulate both 
rentral vision and vision with peripheral retina. In lhe latter, lhe simulations were based 
on CSF measurements across the retina. Methods to test lbe validity of these simulations 
were implemented. The results of prel~rninal)' testing oonf1rm our al>i li ty to evaluate im
portant parameters of lhe model and point w previously uru1oted image dependent charac

teristics ohisual perception. 

l . Introduction 
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Simulations of various environments are frequently created to provide CQSt effective 
or Jess dangerous methods of training or evaluating operational capabilities of machines 
and their operators. I will discuss here the simulation of the appearance of a scene in the 
environment to an observer when viewed on a display . Such pictorial representations 
have been attempted by many over the years in an effort to illustrate the effects on ob
servers of visual disability5,15,30, changes in observation distancelO, and the use of pe
ripheral vision34. More recently, the simulation of human observers has been integrated 
with the physical simulation of new display systemsl6. This combination should enable 
visual -effects to be considered as part of the display. 

Why do we need simulations? After all, the concepts oflinear filters and convolu
tion have become common enough in visual perception research to provide most workers 
with i.ntuitions, about the effects of simple filters on various signals. I will try to show 
that these basic linear system concepts may not be sufficient or appropriate for the analy
sis of the appearance of complex images. The si mulations, that I propose overcome some 
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Figure l. Linear simu.laJion of the appearance of images. a) The ~ormal ized conuasf sensitivity function 
(CSF, lhick.line) used lo multiply lhe Fouricr transform of the image. 1be Fourier uansform is illusuated 
by the ractially averaged amplitude spectrum of a face image (tbin line). b) Tbe result of the mu.ltiplication 
i.s illusuated by a cloned line. Wbe~ !he observer examines tbe simulation it is processed once more b)' the 
same conuast sensitivity functio~ (dashed li~e} leading to lhe double-pass problem. 

of these difficulties and thus can provide the required insight. Further, I will demonstrate 
!hat the simulated images may be useful for testing the visual system models underlying 
them and may lead to better, more refined models. 

When simulations are intended to illustrate differences among subjects' visual sensi
tivities, one must be particularly careful about inte-rpreting the resulting images. There 
are two problems. First, the images must be computed and displayed to the observer in 
such a way that !he observer's spatial sensitivity characteristics do not in teract with the 
phenomena being portrayed. Ginsburg's 10 linear simulations of the appearance of images 
to normal subjects have been criticized for the double-pass effect, resulting when the 
simulated image is processed again by the reader's visual system:M. However, by careful 
design it is possible to present images in which the important details are relatively unaf
fected by the characteristics of the reader's visual system. For examp.le, the l.inear sys
t~ms approach, in which the ratio of the abnormal to the normal contrast sensitivity func
hon (CSF) represents the modulation transfer function (MTF), was used to simulate low 
v_ision and represent the appearance of images to amblyopes 15. When simulating low vi.
smn, the double-pass problem is insignificant.. The detail los.s. suffered by the patient and 
portrayed in the simuJation is at a spatial scale and of such a large magnitude that the ef
fects of the normal reader's visual system can be ignored. 
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The second problem, which arises from treating the CSF as an MTF, is more serious 
d pplies to simulation of both normal and low vision. The linear systems approach to 

3~ ~ationlO,ll ignores many aspects of the nonlinearities of the visual system, at least 
:u of which are important for simulations. First, information that is below threshold is 

t :.erely highly attenuated, it is lost and cannot be recovered (the threshold nonlinear
~0) second, curves of constant suprathreshold apparent contrast are not multiples of the 
~F. Above threshold, apparent contrast is rel~tively independent of retinal eccen~ric_ity 

d spatial frequency (contrast constancy), whde the contrast threshold changes Slgmfi
an cty2. Third, thresholding should be applied to image contrast, which is a nonlinear 
~:ction of the local ampl~tude~ ~n the image (contrast nonlinearity). To be valid, simula-
tions must take these nonlmear1t1es mto account. . . . . 

In the simulations presented here, all three nonhnear1t1es were mcorporated. The 
imulations explicitly applied the threshold nonlinearity, and the processing was done in 
~e nonlinear contrast domain rather than the amplitude domain. This approach has the 
dditional effect of reducing the double-pass problem. When one wishes to portray the 

~ass of details. that occurs in viewing an object from a specified distance, the simulations 
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Figure 2. Reducing the double-pass problem within 1he context of a nonlinear threshold model of the visual 
system. Assume that the amplitude spec1rum {lhin solid line) represents a •conuast" specuum of an image 
sp3Jlning 0.5 de g. Image content beyond the intersection of lhe observes's conuast detection lhreshold (thick 
lioo) and tbe s.pectrum will not be visible to the observer. This cou.ld be simulated b)' removing all image 
content to the right of the intersection. lf lhe simulated image is then magnif1ed or inspected from a shOft 
dist3Jlce, where it spans S deg (dashed line}, mosl of the effects of simulation (shaded area) will be 
supratbreshold and lhese effects can be detected by the observer when the simulation is oompared to lhe 

llllprocessed origina.l image. 
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should remove the details that drop below threshold at that distance with a proce h 
· · th f fi f h · 22 ss t at rrun:ucs e e ect .o t e vtsual syste~ . The image then should be magnified (or 

equtvalently, exammed from a shorter distance) so that the surviving fine details are 1 
enou~h to be seen without being affected appreciably by the reader's visual system (~e 
2). S10ce the. subthreshold informati?n was removed c.ompletely, it cannot be altered~~ 
~e read_er's vt~ual system. To use th1s approach, a method of measuring local contrast · 
1mages JS reqooed. 10 

In this chapter I wiU: 
I) D~fine a metric to represent local band-limited c.ontrast in complex images; 
2) ~~~uss the effects of visual nonlinearities on the appearance of images in foveal 

VJSton; 

3) ll~ustrate. hO\~ the simulations ·can be used to evaluate the contrast thresholds ob
tamed wtth dtfferent psychophysical stimuli; 

4) Present a formulation for simulating the appearance of images processed with an 
inhomogeneous retina. 

2. Local Band-limited Contrast 

Contrast is a basic perceptual attr~bute, based on the amplitudes within an image. 
~owever, the ~urement and e~aluatJ.~n of contrast and contrast variations in arbitrary 
tmages are not umquely defined m the hterature. I have proposed a definition of local 
band-limited contrast in complex images22 that is more closely aligned to the common 
definition of c.ontrast in simple test patterns and can better relate measured physical c.on
trast to visual perception. 

.. . Most commonly, the c.ontrast of images has been evaluated using the Michelson def
tmlton 

C = L,, - Lmio 

Llmx +L-
(1) 

With this d~finition the c.on trast of the whole image is dependent on only a few points of 
extr~me bnghtness or darkness. Thus, there is no reference to, or dependency on, the 
spatial frequency c.ontent of the image. In addition, all commonly used measures of con
trast assign a single value of c.ontrast to the whole image, ignoring the local variations of 
contrast within images 1 g. The basis of the local band-limited contrast is that the level of 
the local mean luminance should be considered in defining the contrast at every point and 
at every frequency band22. 

To def10e local band-limited contrast for a complex image, a band-limited version of 
the image in the frequency domain, A(u, v) , must ftrSt be obtained using a radially sym
metric bandpass filter, G(p). 

A(u,v) =A(p,6) =F(p,9) · G(p) (2) 
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where u and v are the ~orizontal and verti~ spatial frequency coordinates, and p and 6 
represent the polar spatial frequency coordinates: 

p =.Vul +~ (3) 

(4) 

and where F (p,(J) is the Fourier transfonn of the image JVc,y). We call the spatial fre
quency support of this bandpass filter the band. 

In the space domain, the fLitered image a(x,y) can be represented similarly: 

a(x,y) = f(;x,y) * g(x,y) (5) 

where(*) represents the convolution operator and g(x,y) is the inverse Fourier transform 
of the bandpass filter G(p). We also can define for every a(;x.y) the corresponding l(;c,y), 
which is a lowpass ftltered image containing all energy below the band of interest The 
contrast at the band can be represented as a two-dimensional array c(x,y): 

c(x,y) = a(x,y) 
l(;x,y) 

(6) 

where l(;x,y) > 0. This definition provides a local contrast measure for every band that de
pends not only on the local energy at that band, but also on the local background lumi
nance as it varies from place to place in the image. 

The computation of local band-limited contrast as described above is conceptually 
identical to any of the commonly used pyramids of bandpass-filtered images3&. Since for 
the application of the simulation images of equal size are used at all bands, we avoid the 
common approach of sub sampling the image recursively, filtering, and then upsampling 
the reduced size images. Instead, all filtering is done in the frequency domain. Thus the 
content of the final pyramid of image scales is identical to the images that would be cal
culated by upsampling images obtained on a pyramid of image resolution. 

The details of the implementation of this pyramidal image analysis structure in the 
discrete, digital case have been described elsewhere22. Various implications of this defi
nition of contrast, and their relation to the perceived c.ontrast in complex images, were 
also discussed. The most important implications for the purposes of simulation are the 
facts that contrast and amplitude differ and cannot simply be interchanged, and that "lin
ear rescaling" of images, which linearly scales amplitudes, results in a nonlinear space
varying change of contrast. Other investigators have recently adopted similar approaches 
to the calculations of local contrast and the generation of simulations3,4. The following 
section illustrates pictorially the steps involved in calculating the local band -I irnited con
trast for an image and demonstrates the way it is used to generate simulations of image 
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appearance. ~e sam~ basic. method is applied to the simulation of vision with the central 
reuna and the s1mulallon of 1mage appearance with peripheral retina. Preliminary result 
of psychophysical testing of the validity of these simulations are described as well. s 

3. Appearance of Images Using Central Retina 

The pyramidal image-contrast architeciure described above enables the use of non
linear processing to simulate the appearance of centrally fixated images point-by-point 
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Figure 3a. Schematic illuslration of lhe process of generating the simulations depicled in Fig. 3b. Upper 
left, lhe orig i ru~.l image; top right, the firull :>imolated appearance of the same image to the observer. The 
drree rows represent fN:OCessing at diffe rent spatial frequencies on lhe pyramid. The tefl column in each 
row represents the bandpass filtered image obtained from the originaJ image. The second column in each 
row represents lhe correspondi ng lowpass filtered \'ersion for the same scale, i.e. all the energy below ihe 
band represented io the first colum n. The third colum n repre~eflts the conlrast images. The oooopass fil
tered arra% are bipolar and a DC level of 128 has been added arbitrarily i.n order to present those arrays as 
images. Images in. the right column represent the thresholded bandpass fi ltered images. For each image in 
the third column, each point was tested agaiDSl the threshold value for the corresponding spatial frequenC)'. 
If lhe conlrast of the image at that point is above threshold, the correspondi ng potnt from the left image is 
mainlained and reproduced in the right column. If I he conlrast at a point is beJow threshold, the corre
sponding point is set to z.ero (gray} in the right irru~.ge. The sim u.lal.ed image, top right, is generated b)' 
s um ming all of the images in lhe right column. Acwal processing included two additional rows, one at2 

cycles per i rru~.ge and one at 32 cycles per image. not shown. 

Figure 3b (fac ing ~e). The process of simu.lating the appearance of ac image (spanning 4 deg of visual 
angle) to a Low vision patient. The rows and columns are explained in the schematic of Fig. 3a. 
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and for every spatial frequency band in the image. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3 
u!>ing the CSF of a patient with a central scotoma due to macular disease. (A patient's 
CSF was used to obtain more noticeable effects than those obtained with a normal ob
server's CSF.) The images were sectioned in the frequency domain into 1-octave bands. 

Contrast at each spatial position was cal.culated by dividing, for each pixel location, 
the bandpass filtered pixel value by the lowpass filte.red pixel value at the same point. At 
each pyramid (scale) level, every point was compared with the appropriate observer's 
contrast threshold for the corresponding spatial frequency . If the contrast at that point 
was highe.r than the threshold, the amplitude of that point was not affected. If the conlrast 
at the point was below threshold, the ampbtude was set to zero. Thus, the final image in 
Fig. 3, top right, represents the appearance of the original image to a patient using the 

Fig. 3b 
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same retinal area used to obtain the CSF data.. This image was processed with the stipu
lation that the image span 4 deg of visual angle. On this scale, this patient's visual los 
had little effect on information at 4 cycles pe_r image (~orresponding to 1 c/deg, top row)~ 
A small effect may be noted at 8 cycl.es per Jmage (rruddle row), and a substantial effect 
at 16 cycJes per image (corresponding to 4 cldeg, bottom row}. The complete processing 
also included the band at 2 cycles per image and 32 cycles per image, neither of which is 
shown. The simulated image maintains the fuU-contrast appearance reported by patients 
with central visual loss and clear media' and is not faded or washed out, as may be the ap
pearance of images simulated with linear filtering. 

To simulate the appearance to a normal observer, the mean CSF from 14 normal ob
servers23 was used. The CSF data were obtained from a task. requiring discrimination of 
horizontal from vertical gratings . SimuJations were calculated using CSFs obtained with 
both 1-Qctave Gabor patches and fixed-aperture extended gratings. The appearance of an 
image to a subject with a given CSF depends on the viewing geometry assumed for the 
modeled observation situation. For example, in th.e simulations shown in Fig. 4, we as
sumed that the scene spanned 2 deg of visual angle. To evaluate the simuJations and 
avoid the double-pass problem, the reader shouid first examine the original image (Fig. 
4a) from a distance of 1 meter, at which it spans 2 de g. 

This appearance should then be compared with the simulated images examined from 
a distance of 25 em. At this distance, the simulations calculated using the patch-CSF ( 1-
octave) (Fig. 4c) should resemble the appearance of the original when viewed from 1 
meter. Specifically, the loss of fine details is visible. On the other hand, the simulations 
based on the fixed-aperture CSF (Fig. 4b) viewed at a distance of 25 em appear to be al-

b c 

F'1gure 4. Simulations of the appearance of an image uncia several viewing conditions. a) Original image. 
b) Image processed to simu.late lhe original's appearance wbeo it spans 2 deg ofvisual angle based on lhe 
CSF measured with fixed-aperture gratings. c) Same as b, but processed using lhe CSF measured with lhe 
1-octa,•e patch stimuli. The printed images should span 2 deg at a dislance of I meter (about 29 times the 

image width). 
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most identical to the original image. Thus, the appearance of the patch simulation at 25 
em more closely represents normal perception of the original (2 deg) image, suggesting 
that the 1-Qctave bandwidth Gabor patch may be a better stimulus if one wishes to mea
sure a CSF that characterizes the normal appearance of complex images2S. 

A second way to view these images is to examine all three of them side by side from 
different distances. The original image should appear indistinguishable from the simu
lated image when both are viewed from a distance larger than that assumed in computing 
the simuJation. However, as the two images are moved closer to the observer, the simula
tion should be e.asy to discriminate from the original. The reader may verify that these 
relations appear to hold when the patch simuJation is compared to the original image, but 
the fixed-aperture simulation is not easily distinguished from the original even at short 
distances. These effects may be difficuJt to discern in the printed photographs due to 
problems in ob~ing accurate reproduction. However, both effects are visible when ob
served on a calibrated display. A formal application of this method to test the simulations 

is described below. 
Figure 5 depicts the relationship between the measured contrast thresholds and the 

amplitude spectra of the image at various viewing distances. The radially averaged am
plitude spectrum of the image gives the approximate contrast at each frequency expressed 
in cycles per face. (It is only approximate because in the simulations we were working 
with local contrast, not amplitude.) 

Th.e same logic applies to both the patch-CSF simulation (Fig. 5, bottom} and the 
fixed-aperture CSF simuJation (Fig. 5, top) . The dashed line in each panel represents the 
radiaUy averaged amplitude spectra of the real (thin bne) and simulated (thick dashed 
line) images when they subtend 2 deg on the retina. The solid curves represent the spec
tra ofthe same images when they subtend 4 deg. Any information in the image that falls 
below the observer's threshold (i.e .• to the right of the point at which the contrast thresh
old curve intersects the image spectrum curve) is not visible to the observer. To illustrate 
this, the simulation shouJd (as is shown) remove all that information (thick curve). If the 
original and. simulated images are viewed from the simulated distance or farther 
(subtending 2 deg orless). they should be indistinguishable because the reader's CSF re
moves the same information from the original that was removed in the simulation. 
However, if the original and simulation are viewed from a closer distance, the difference 
in content (shaded area) between the original and the patch simulation should be visible. 

Figure 5 is useful only to illustrate the logic of the simulations. The analysis it repre
sents does not provide the information obtainable from the simulations. Th.e effects of 
contrast threshold on apparent contrast in the image are local, not globaL The effective 
contrast is not represented accurately by the radially averaged amplitude spectrum, and 
the simulation algorithm is not represented accurately by the filtering. 
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This analysis, used in conjunction with the resuJts of the observations of Fig. 4, de
scribed above, lead to the following conclusion: The loss of detai! depicted by the shaded 
area is visible in the case of the patch~CSF simulation (Fig. 5, bottom and Fig. 4c), but 
not for the fixed-aperture CSF simulation (Fig. 5, top and Fig. 4b), indicating that the 
simulation-viewer's actual threshold lies above the shaded area. in Fig. 5, top and below 
the shaded area in Fig. 5, bottom. Therefore, the patch~SF simulation more closely 
represents the visibility of detail to a normal observer. One can test the validity of the 
simulations and the CSF data used by formally measuring the observations described 
above. Preliminary results from such testing are described next. 

3.1. Testirlg the Simrdi!tions of Central Vision 

The simuJal:ions can be tested by presenting the original image side by side with the 
simulation. If the simulations are valid, the simulated image and the original will be in
distinguishable from a distance equal to or large£ than the distance assumed in the simula
tion . The two images should be progressively easier to distinguish at distances shorter 
than the simulated distance. 

Observers viewed image pairs from various distances and were asked to make a 
forced-choice distinction between the simulated and the original image. In each pres en
tat ion one of the images was the original and the other was one of the simulations. We 
used four different images in this experiment. From each image, we calcuJated lhree 
simulated views representing views from three different distances . For lhe three dis
tances (40, 80, and 160 in) the images spanned visual angles of 4, 2, and 1 deg, respec
tively. The subjects observed the image pairs from six distances, including shorter (20 
in) than the shortest simuJated distance and longer (300 in) than the longest simulated dis
tance. From each observation distance the percent correct identification of lhe pro
cessed/simulated image was tabulated. The data for each simulated distance were fitted 
with a Weibull psychomeu·ic function to determine threshold at a 75% correct level of 
perfonnance (Fig. 6). The CSF data used in the simulations were obtained for each sub-

Figure 5. Relationships among spatial frequency spectra of tmages and contrast thresbolds. Spatial fre
quency is expressed i~ c/deg and cycles/image for different image sizes. Thin so~id-line spectrum: 2 deg 
image; dlin dotted-Line spectrum: 4 deg image. Top: Simulation using fixed-aperture CSF. Bottom: 
Simulation using palell CSF. Tile medium thickness solid line represents lhe CSF used foc simulation. 
Contrast below lhat curve is below the simulaled subject's contrast threshold. Therefore, we remoYC image 
components to lhe righr of l:he point where the threshold cun·e intersects the 2 deg image specttum (thick. 
dotted line). At the 2 deg disumce., the removed components are below thresbold and thus the original im
age and simulation should appear identical . When the original and simulation are moved to the 4 deg dis
tance, a portion of the removed cornponents (shaded area) will be above threshold and visible if the CSF 
used for the s imulation is an. accura.te description of the viewer's visual system. V~ewers can see the differ
ence at 4 deg betwee~ the patch s.imulation and the Ot"iginal (Fig. 4a. and c) but cannot see the djfference 
between the f1xed-aperture simulation and the o riginal (Fig. 4a and b}, indicating that the viewer's thresbold 
curve lies below the shaded area of Fig. 5. bottom and above the shaded area of Fig. 5, lOp. 
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ject individually. In the fust set of experiments, simulated images were produced with 
CSFs obtained using !-octave Gabor patches and the observer's task was to discriminate 
gratings of horizontal orientation from those of vertical orientation23. Three observers 
participated in Ibis experiment and their results were similar. 

Data from one subject (Fig. 6) illustrates that the simulations generated using the 
CSF obtained with a discrimination of orientation task of 1-octave stimuli did not support 
our hypothesis. The hypothesis tested is th~ if the simulations are veridical the fitted 
curves should cross the 75% correct level at the simulated distance, marked by diamonds 
at the bottom of the graph. It appears that the observer could detect the changes at greater 
distances from the screen than the distance assumed in the simulation. The next set of 
experiments involved simulated images producw with the CSF obtained for the same 
type of stimuli but using a simple detection task. When we used CSF data obtained using 
a detection task for the same I -octave stimuli, the results were much closer to the predic
tions. The results from one subject are illustrated in Fig. 7. These results iUustrate that, 
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assumed in the s imulations (see diamond inserts at boctom of graph). 
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using this methodology, we can reject the simulations generated using the orientation dis
crimination threshold but not the simulations using the contrast detection threshold. The 
differences between the CSFs used in these two modes of testing are illustrated in Fig. 8. 

4. Vision with Cenh"al Scotoma 

Vision with central visual field loss (scotoma) frequently is simulated using a black 
spot covering a central part of an image. Image details outside the simulated area of the 
scotoma remain unaltered and thus appear sharp and clear. This simplistic representation 
is static and does not represent the patient's ability to see details of interest by moving his 
or her eyes and thus the scotoma. In addition, these simulations, which have been applied 
to both still print imagesS and video motion picture simulations30, fail to represent the re
duced visua1 capabilities of the patient's functioning peripheral retina. Patients rarely re
port their visual experience as that of losing a part of the visual field. Instead they com
monly complain of blurred or foggy vision. Experiencing the field loss requires directed 
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examination. Our simulations attempt to illustrate what the patient sees with residual vi
sion using the functioning area next to the scotomatous retina26.28. 

In one mode of such simulation, a patient's measured CSF is used to represent the vi
sion outside the scotoma. Processing equal to the process described above forthe simula
tion of nonnal vision is applied using the measured CSF. The result of this type of simu
lation is illustrated using one patient's CSF in Fig. 9. For comparison, a linear simulation 
of the appearance of the images to a cataract patient with the same CSF is illustrated as 
well (Fig. 9, right column). The nonlinearly simulated image maintains the full-contrast 
appearance reported by patients with central visual loss and clear media and is not faded 
or washed away, as is the simulated appearance of images. seen through catarncts27. This 
type of simulation was used by Peli et al.26to tune the parameters of an enhancement al
gorithm used to improve face recognition by the visually impaired (Fig. 9, bottom row). 
For this simulation it is assumed that the patient is using the same functioning retinal area 
for both examining images and responding to CSF test patterns. 
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4. 1. Vision with Nonuniform Retina 

Another way to simulate and understand vision with central scotoma is to include in 
the simulation the variability in sensitivity across the retina of a normal observer and then 
examine the consequences of losing the central area to the way images will be perceived 
in the periphery. 

Spatial inhomogeneities are an important feature of the visual system's organization . 
Nonuniform processing starts with the spatially variable sampling rate of the photorecep
tors, featuring a high density centrally and gradually decreasing density toward the retinal 
periphery. The nonuniform organization continues throughout the system up to the 
retinotopic mapping of the visual field onto the surface of the striate cortex32. This 
nonuniform structure, a visually unfavorable characteristic of the visual system 
(commonly cons~dered biologically necessary}, is assumed to be a response to limitations 
of the nonuniform imaging by the eye's optics or a method to reduce data rate in response 
to limited processing capabilities40. 

In contrast, we showed that the changes in contrast sensitivity across the retina may 
play an important role in maintaining size (distance) invariance28. The spatial frequency 
spectra of images frequently are defined in terms of cyc.les per picture-width rather than 
cycles per degree 6,11. This is done under the assertion that "form perception is largely 
independent of distance" (ref. 6, p. 196}. Such distance invariance bas been reported for 
identification of bandpass fi ltered letters embedded in Gaussian noise20, for recognition 

Figure 9. Simulations of the appearance of original images (top row} and enhanced face images (bottom 
row) foc patients wilh ceolral scotoma and calaract. Both patients were assumed to h.ave lbe same contrast 
sensitivity fu:oot:ioo, and the images were assumed to span 4 deg of visual angle. 1be left column represenls 
the original and e.nhanoed images. The middle column simulates dte appearance of both images 10 a palient 
with cenlral scotoma (nonlinear processing). The right column illuslrates tbe appea~ance of the same im
ages to a patienl with catlllaCt (lioear filteriog). Note tbe impro~·emenl in visibility of detail for boch simu
lated patients when tbe images are enhanced. 
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of bandpass filtered face images 13, and for identification of toy tanks' images 19. 
Invariant perception also requires that important image features remain visible (do not 
drop below threshold} with changes in retinal spatial frequencies associated with the 
change in di stance. This property of the visual system that causes irs detection of image 
contrast to be nearly invariant to changes in size due to distance changes should be in
cluded in a proper simulation of vision. We have shown that the threshold distance in
variance away from the fovea is as good as theJnvariance at the fovea28. For spatial fre
quencies straddling the peak of the CSF, the deviation from optimal invariance is small. 
The invariance model contains the foveal CSF in addition to the fundamental eccentricity 
constant (FEC), representing the drop in contrast sensitivity as a function of retinal eccen
tricity. Specifically, the FEC is the slope of the line representing contrast threshold as a 
function of eccentricity for a stimulus of 1 c/deg on a log-log graph. The CSF across the 
whole retina for all spatial freq uencies can be described as a function of the foveal CSF 
and the FEC. 

This enables the simulation of the appearance of wide angle images that are affected 
by the nonunifomuty of the visual system. By using the same pyramidal image-contrast 
structure discussed above, together with the variation across the visual fie ld, we can 
simulate the appearance of images with a nonuni form retina. As above, the image is sec
tioned into a series of bandpass filtered versions of 1-oOctave bandwidth. For each section, 
we calculated the corresponding local band-limited contrast for each point in the image. 
We then assigned a fixation locus., and for each point in the image the distance from tills 
fix.ation point was determined. Based on that distance, in degrees, and the spatial fre
quency associated with the bandpass fi ltered version, each point can be tested against the 
appropriate threshold at that location to determine if it will be visible. A suprathreshold 
point is left unchanged while a subthreshold point is set to zero contrast. The appearance 
of the same image from two different distances is obtained by applying the same method 
of simulation while assigning a different angular span to the image depending on the ob
servation distance. The simulations presented in Fig. 10 were obtained using the fit to the 
data of Cannon2. 

The simulated appearance of a scene to a normal observer from a distance where it 
spans 32 deg of visual angle is compared in Fig. 10 (top) to the appearance of the same 
scene spanning only 2 deg. In both cases, fixation is assumed to be at the center of the 
image, and there is bttle apparent change in image qual ity at different eccentricities. 
Furthermore, the two images appear similar despite the large difference in observation 
distances. The only noticeable effect is a slight blurring of the fine details of the 
"smaller" image. Such effects are associated with the .suboptimality of the invariance and 
are included in our simulation. This constancy breaks down for an observer with a cen
tral visual loss of 5 deg radius as illustrated in Fig. 10 (bottom}. Here we assumed that 
the observer placed the image of the scene on the retina adjacent to the scotomatous area, 
i .. e . on the most centrally available functional retina35. At 32 deg, the wide fi.eld simu
lated image appears almost the same to the low vision observer as to the nonnal observer. 
However, when the scene spans only 2 deg of visual angle, the l.ow vision observer suf
fe rs from a substantial loss of detail, and the invariant appearance of the image cannot be 
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figure I 0. Changes in the appearance of a scene wi1h a large change i ~ obser\•ation disraoce are simulated 
for a normal observer (lop) and f01 a patient with a lO deg..:l iameter central scotoma (bouom). b nages on 
the left represent lhe appea~ance of the scene 10 lhe observers when it spans 32 deg of visual angle . Images 
on the right represent the appearance of the same scene to the observe.s when it spans only 2 deg of vis ual 
angle. The normal obsuver is assumed !o ftxate at the cente. of lhe image in both cases. The patient is as
sumed to place the edge of lhe scotoma at lhe left edge oflhe image in bolh cases. The changes in appear
ance for the normal obsenoer are small , limited to I he vel)' bigh spatial frequencies and compatiole with the 
ft lte.ing of lhe image by the eye's optical media. 'The effect of change in distance is much more detrimental 
for 1he patieJlt with a central scotoma. Note that at close range, the appearance of lhe scene to the palieot is 
al most identical to its appearance to the normal observer. The effect in bodi ·= is somewhat uruler re!)
resenled in lhe simulation because 1he 512x512 pixels image al 32 deg contains information only up lo & 
cldeg. 'The natural scene contains infOJllJation at higher freq uencies. 
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maintained. Thus, the same mechanism that serves to maintain the appearance of the im
age for normals across this 16-t()-1 change in distance results in a deterioration of the ap
pearance of the image for a patient with central scotoma. 

4. 2. Testing the Simulations of Nommijom1 Retina 

In testing the simulations of the appearancf'l'of wide images we look for the ability to 
distinguish the simulation from the unprocessed original using peripheral retina. The hy
pothesis in this case is that the two images become indistinguishable when the simulation 
closely represents the losses of image detail that occur with eccentricity. Changing the 
distance, however, should have little effect if our model of image invariance with change 
in distance28 is of any value. In this case we also wish to detennine which CSF stimuli 
are better estimaters of observers' perception and whether our estimate of the FEC is 
valid. 

The testing stimuli were generated from two high resolution (1024x l024) images 
processed to simulate their appearance when ftxated at the center and spanning 64 deg of 
visual angle24. Half of an original (unprocessed) image was displayed side by side with 
the simulation applied to the mirror image of the same image (Fig. II) using two differ
ent CSF data sets. These data sets were obtained using I -octave Gabor patches28, and 
Cannon's2 fixed aperture 2 deg extended gratings. We implemented these two types of 
simulations with the FEC values found for two tasks, 0.035 and 0.055 for contrast detec
tion and dis,crimination of a vertical grating from a horizontal grating, respectively28, and 
with two additional arbitrary levels on each side. The images were displayed on a large 
screen projection TV spanning 64 deg of visual angle. Image pairs were presented 
abruptly for 167 msec to prevent eye movements. Subjects were required to identify the 
processed (slightly blurred) half of the s,creen while maintaining fixation at the center of 
the screen. The central 6.4 deg of the field was masked with a gray circular patch of 
mean image luminance. Note that although these images contained no information above 
8 c/deg the size of the central mask assures that for most of the image, the sensitivity of 
the observer's peripheral retina that had to be used was so poor that even with 100% con
trast, higher frequencies could not be detected. 

The most important result of this experiment is that the data actually fell along the 
active slope of the psychometric function (Fig. 12). Our prediction was that if the simu
lations were veridical, the threshold FEC (arbitrarily set to 75% correct response) should 
be close to either the 0.035 or the 0.055 values, where it is indeed found. This initial 
f111ding is encouraging. It illustrates that the simulations are not grossly incorrect. It 
would be easy, with simulations based on basic visual function measurements, to have 
images which are either completely distinguishable or completely indistinguishable. 
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Figure 11. An example of the stimuli used in testing the simulation of wide images. 1be original unpro
cessed image on the left was compared with the simulation using the CSF obtained with Gabor patohes of 
!-octave bandwidth and an FEC of 0. 1 on the righL This high value of the FEC results in clearly vjsible 
blwiing at the edge of the image. The whole image spanned 64 deg at the obsecver's eye, and the central 
6.4 deg were masked as shown. (This wort. was done in collaboration with G . Geri.) 
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The Gabor patch based simulations resulted in FEC thresholds closer to our predic
tion than the fixed-aperture simulations. But this difference is not large despite fairly 
large differences in the corresponding CSFs. This might be the result of the similarity of 
the two CSF data sets at low frequencies (Fig. 13). The low frequencies may have played 
a more important role in the peripheral vision simul.ated and tested here than !he higher 
frequencies where the CSFs, and therefore the simulations, differ. 

A surprising result was that even for very low FEC values the detection of the simu
lation was much better than 50% (Fig. 12). Such a result is possible since even for an 
FEC of 0, the images are processed (using the effect of the foveal CSF), and therefore dif
fer from the originaL However, it is important to note that for the low values used, the 
simulations were processed so littl.e that they were practicalJy indistinguishable when ex
amined carefully side by side on the screen with foveal vision for unlimited time. We be
lieve that the high level of discrimination in the periphery is a result of the abrupt presen
tation23. However, extending the time of presentation to 500 rnsec did not change there
sults .. 
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Figure 13. 'The foveal contrast threshold data sets used io testiog the wide fLeld simulatioos. Nol.e the con
vergence of the two sets at low spatial frequencies . 

Another consistent result was that for all our subjects, on.e of the images was easier to 
di stinguish than the other. This difference should be explored further to determine the 
nature of the image content that Jed to this result. The issue of image dependence has 
been largely ignored. Watson39 has recently shown the benefits that can be obtained 
from image dependent compression coding. The consideration of i~ge ~pendent f~c
tors in simulation. may also be of value in the analysis of image quahty and !IDage quality 
metrics. The simplest assumption is that the. image dependent effect found is due to the 
relative spatial frequency content of different images. It is plausi?le that if an i~ge ~as 
little high frequency information the original and the simuJation w11J b~ harder to dJSCrU:U
inate since the effect of simulation will be smaller. Th.e proper metncs for such spat1al 
freq~ency content have not yet been determined. 

5. Discussion 

The basic assumption of this work is that local image contrast should _be ex.p~ssed as 
the dimensionless ratio of the local amplitude and the local average lummance ill a way 
similar to that expressed in the definition of Michelson contrast or Weber fracti~n . T~ 
use of such a ratio implies that the human's sensitivity to the amplitude of change m Jmru
nance varies with the adaptation level associated with the local average Juminan.ce31. 
This is known to be the case for threshold contrast sensitivity at all spatial frequenc1es at 
high luminance levels. For low frequencies (less than 4 ddeg), the same relation is true 
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for ~ large portion of the photopic range 14. For the rest of th.e spatial frequencies and 
lurrunance ranges, the DeVries-Rose law appl1es, representing only partial adaptation. 

. Partial adaptation may be included in the present definition of contrast simply by re
ducmg the effect of the local luminance mean on the high-frequency contrast to some de
gree. The degree or level of adaptation in suprathreshold contrast sensitivity has not been 
determined until recently. One experiment using dichoptic presentation found that con
~st match~g at a high-contrast level indeed approximated contrast as defined by the ra
tlo of amplitude to local luminance ffiean9 over a wide range of luminances. In a recent 
study. we found that perceived suprathreshold contrast does decrease with low luminance 
levels when testing is done under more natural free viewing conditions29 . The effect, 
however, is of significant magnitude only for the very dark parts of displays viewed in a 
dark room. 

Garcia-Perez 8 and Fleck 7 proposed models incorporating visual inhomogeneity 
based on multiple, spatially limited channels centered in the fovea. The spatial extent of 
various frequency channels was measured for sinusoidal gratings. In these models, which 
were used for simulations,. for each spatial frequency there is only one threshold., limiting 
all features of that frequency to a fixed radius around the fovea. In our s.imulations 
higher-contrast features will be visible farther into the periphery than lower-contrast fea~ 
tures of the same spatial frequency. Their models were suggested as useful tools to ana
lyze various visual perceptual. phenomena such as the Ge.stalt frame of reference effectS. 
However, the role of the nonuniform visual system in aiding size-distance invariance was 
not considered. 

This model22 provides a. new, more powerful tool to analyze the visibility of dis
plays3. generate equal visibility displays, or generate displays of pre-designed variable 
visibility. The model generalized the idea underlying Anstis'l equal visibility acuity 
~hart. This generalization is achi.eved by adding the dimension of ·COntrast and by provid
mg a computationally efficient algorithm for its application to any image. 

5.1. Future Work 

Contrast measured by filte ring, as suggested here, defines only incremental or 
dec~ mental changes from the local background. This is analogous to the symmetric 
(cosme phase) responses of mechanisms or cells in the visual system. Another type of 
contrast may be defined as a transition from low to high luminance, or vice versa in a 
b~nd-hmited signal~ 2. The latter may be viewed as the response of the antisy~tric 
~sme phase) mechaniSms. A complete description of contrast in a complex image should 
mclude both of these C()ntrast representations in a way simiJar to the analysis of 
Stromeyer and Klein33. Incorporation of oolh symmetric and antisyrometric responses in 
a one-dimensional case using oriented filters is straightforwardl7_ Complete two-dimen
sional application is difficult due to the Iack of definition of Hilbert's transform for the 
two-dimensional case21 . Without such a definition the contrast measure cannot be ex
panded to include the representation of antisymmetric mechanisms. 
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This work so far has addressed only the effects of contrast on perception at threshold . 
All of our work assumed contrast constancy to hold for suprathreshold contrast leve1s. 
The changes in suprathreshold contrast perception, and their effects on the perception of 
images, have to be examined and incorporated into an expanded model of contrast per
ception used in simulations. To that end, the proper metrics for the measurement of con
trast of local features of various types in an image should be determined. We have al
ready shown that a number of candidate metrics do not hold even for relatively simple 
patterns 12. The effects of luminance on suprathreshold contrast perception were tested 
only for one spatial frequency. However, since the ·effect is spatial frequency dependent 
at threshold37, the role of spatial frequency should be investigated at suprathreshold lev
els as well. 
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